Chevrolet camaro1998

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Z28 with T-Tops. Really Sharp Z!
Great Vehicle History, Camaro Z28, 5. Recent Arrival! Ed Martin Chevrolet Cadillac uses over 20
different lenders with the perfect purchasing program for you! Description: Used Chevrolet
Camaro Z Hold on to your seats! The previous owner apparently went way beyond the norm to
take care of and maintain this awesome Coupe!!! Less than 30k miles!!! You don't have to worry
about depreciation on this impressive Police!!!! Runs mint! They say All roads lead to Rome,
but who cares which one you take when you are having this much fun behind the wheel. Less
than 17k Miles!! Countryside Chevrolet is just a short drive from the Knoxville, Greenville,
Spartanburg, and Asheville Chevrolet dealers. We have a wide array of new vehicles and used
vehicles. We are certain we can assist you in finding a vehicle to suit your every need and want.
Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed. Interested parties should confirm all data
before relying on it to make a purchase decision. All prices and specifications are subject to
change without notice. Prices may not include additional fees such as government fees and
taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, and emission testing and compliance
charges. The Chevrolet Camaro! An awesome price considering its low mileage! Top features
include front bucket seats, a tachometer, fully automatic headlights, and air conditioning.
Chevrolet made sure to keep road-handling and sportiness at the top of it's priority list. Under
the hood you'll find a 6 cylinder engine with more than horsepower, providing a smooth and
predictable driving experience. Our sales reps are knowledgeable and professional. We'd be
happy to answer any questions that you may have. Come on in and take a test drive!
Description: Used Chevrolet Camaro. I'm what you call a smooth operator and you'll love every
minute with me! I promise to show you off everywhere we go!! Ready for anything!! Less than
40k miles!!! You don't have to worry about depreciation on this credible Camaro!!!! Other
features include: Convertible roof - Power, Air conditioning, hp horsepower, Tilt steering wheel,
3. Watermark Toyota Chrysler offers the most customer focused buying experience in the
Midwest. We take pride in our ability to make all the relevant information available to you online,
so you can shop from the comfort of your home. When you arrive at our showroom, we will
respect your time. We can provide you with a Price, Trade value and payment options in a timely
manner. With over years of combined experience, our staff is eager to answer any question you
may have. We are proud to be a member of the Watermark Auto Group and can't wait to show
you our high standards for excellence. Give us a shot, you will not regret it! This small car has a
5. Enjoy the incredible handling with the rear wheel drive on it. This small car shines with clean
polished lines coated with an elegant white finish. This unit is equipped with a gasoline engine.
Front and rear side curtain airbags are included on this Chevrolet Camaro. The high efficiency
automatic transmission shifts smoothly and allows you to relax while driving. This Chevrolet
Camaro is equipped with front side curtain airbags. Anti-lock brakes are standard on this
Chevrolet Camaro. This unit is equipped with front air bags. This small car is easy to park.
Equipment listed is based on original vehicle build. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Like New!!! Rare Find!!! Only 2, Miles!!! Great
Buy!!! Please don't hesitate to call with any questions or for a personal walk around of this
vehicle. At Sarchione Ford Our pricing philosophy is simple We believe that by putting our very
best bottom line price on every vehicle, it eliminates any unnecessary hassling during your
automotive shopping experience. Come see the difference! Our family has been in the
automotive industry for almost years, and that says a lot about our reputation. Sarchione Auto
Group although puts every effort forward to make sure of accuracy of listings. Despite our
efforts to provide useful and accurate information regarding our vehicles, errors may appear
from time to time. Please confirm with us any details that are important to your purchasing
decision such as vehicle options and price. We want you to be satisfied. Leather Seats, 5. Come
see our hand selected high quality pre-owned inventory. Very very clean inside and out! This is
one of the sharpest Chevrolet Camaro convertible cars we have ever had on our lot! Make your
move before this super clean clean hard to find Z is gone! Call Now! Check out our Full
inventory at We take great pride in our new and used car and truck center with vehicles to fit
everyone's budget. Advertised price does not include, tax, title, registration and service fee.
This vehicle has a 5. The Chevrolet Camaro is rear wheel drive. This Chevrolet Camaro excites
both driver and bystanders with a polished red exterior with racy lines. Anti-lock brakes will
help you stop in an emergency. This unit is accented with a stylish rear spoiler. The shiftable
automatic in this small car gives you to option to control your gears manually without having to
give up the convenience of an automatic transmission. It is equipped with a gasoline engine.
Small and nimble the Chevrolet Camaro scoots through traffic. It offers great fuel mileage and
ease of parking. A qualified Dorsett Nissan and Mitsubishi Hyundai sales consultant is available
by phone to answer any questions you may have about this vehicle. We take cash payments on
each vehicle if the customer wishes to pay in full. We also work with a network of over 20 banks

and credit unions to ensure that our customers have the best options possible to finance the
vehicle of their choice. Have a trade-in? We will work with you to make sure it is counted toward
the overall price of your vehicle! We are committed to offering you a quality used vehicle at a
sensible price. This Sharp looking car features the 3. Here at Koppy Motors, we have an
awesome selection of classic cars and Sportscars! So stop wasting your time and come in
today for a test drive? Odometer is miles below market average! Stop by, call , or email us today
at Rochester Chevrolet Cadillac. We look forward to earning your business. Low miles and bone
stock! Runs strong and very tight, especially for the year. Call for more details! John Hinderer
Honda in Heath, OH treats the needs of each individual customer with paramount concern. We
know that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer we enjoy the challenge of meeting
and exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow us to demonstrate our commitment
to excellence! Our experienced sales staff is eager to share its knowledge and enthusiasm with
you. We encourage you to browse our online inventory, schedule a test drive and investigate
financing options. You can also request more information about a vehicle using our online form
or by calling The most commonly used phrases in our reviews are buying experience, fair price
and highly recommend. We pride ourselves on providing an unique and friendly experience for
all shoppers before, during and after the process. We place an extremely heavy emphasis on
our intensive presale inspection by our team of ASE certified technicians. We then make the
investments needed to bring all inventory up to the Modern Motorcars quality standards prior to
considering it ready for retail. We serve the Greater Springfield Missouri area; however, our
clients range from coast to coast. In addition, we provide convenient and industry leading
finance options with rates that compete with any lending source. Whether it is a vehicle
purchased from Modern Motorcars or not, our Service Center is ready to handle all your needs
from simple to the most complex on all makes and models. We treat every opportunity with care
and focus on delivering all shoppers with our unique VIP experience providing the amenities
you typically will not find in a family owned and operated dealership. We invite you to inspect
our reviews and look forward to working with you! Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Coupe 2,
Convertible Hatchback Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2, Manual Engine Type Gas 2,
Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 1, 8 cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents.
New Listing. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I wanted an
affordable, fun sports car for the summer and I got all of that and more. I love driving my
Camaro and the T-Tops are a unique feature that adds to the style. Although I have , miles on
the car, it still runs great. The body is in mint condition and has held up better than any other
'98 vehicle on the road today. I chose the base due to the great reputation of the 3. It is still
responsive, good fuel economy, and a champion of an engine. If you don't know, Ward's
Autoworld and other reliable sources rate GM's 3. No doubt, a good car for the money and
everyone stares when I drive by. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. The fourth-generation
Chevrolet Camaro is a pony car that was produced by American automobile manufacturer
General Motors for the through model years. The Camaro was revised in with both exterior and
engine changes. The fourth generation of the Camaro was introduced in January , as a model.
The new design incorporated sheet moulding compound SMC made from chopped fiberglass
and polyester resin for the roof, hatch, doors, and spoiler. The 4-speed 4L60 automatic
transmission was optional. All models came with a red Chevrolet Bowtie on the grille. The high
performance Z28 model came with rectangular dual exhaust tips to distinguish it from the base
models. The Z28 featured the 5. The V8 engine came standard with a 4L60 automatic
transmission, although the Borg-Warner T56 six-speed manual transmission was a no cost
option. In , the Camaro Z28 was selected as the official pace car for the Indianapolis A special
"pace car edition" trim was introduced in the same year and featured "Indy " lettering on black
and white body color scheme with multicolored pinstriping and white painted wheels. Several
changes were made for the model year. The mechanically controlled and operated 4L60
automatic transmission was replaced with the electronically operated and controlled 4L60E,
which was shared with other GM vehicles with V8s, such as the Tahoe. Accordingly, the car's
on-board computer was modified from dealing only with the engine as in ECM , to controlling
both the engine and transmission on automatic models PCM. The computer in was run via
Speed Density system, which measured engine speed RPM and load MAP in kPa to compute
airflow requirements and then use that against the VE Volumetric Efficiency table to get the
proper readings in order to warn the driver about refuelling. In however, the computer logic was
changed to a Mass Air Flow system. This system uses a Mass Air Flow Sensor placed in front of
the throttle body to measure incoming airflow into the motor by using a heated wire sensor in

the airstream path, which has heat pulled away from it via the incoming air. The reduced heat is
converted into a voltage signal, read by the PCM which interprets that voltage signal as mass
flow. The computer uses engine sensors to judge engine conditions and provide the proper
fueling off of this mass airflow reading. Another prominent difference between and systems is
how the programming or custom tuning of the computer takes place. In , the computer used a
removable Memcal chip essential to run the systems. In , this was swapped to a non-removable
reflashable chip, which could be reprogrammed via the Assembly Line Diagnostic Link ALDL
located underneath the driver's side of the dashboard, next to the center console. Dashboard
gauge graphics were changed from yellow to white. There was also a spot in the gauge cluster
reading ASR off. The Z28 received updated front brakes and cooling fans were changed
mid-year from a parallel to a series setup. In , the Series II V6 engine joined the 3. New wheel
and tire package on the SS resulted in better handling and braking compared to the Z Also
available this year for the V6 model was the Y87 package, which included an Auburn limited-slip
differential, better tires, dual exhaust tips, 4-wheel disc brakes, a sportier steering ratio, and
more aggressive gear ratio in the differential for automatic transmission equipped cars. For the
model year, the Camaro featured a new interior and tri-colored taillights that would be standard
on all models from to A "30th Anniversary Limited Edition" trim package, commemorating 30
years since the Camaro was introduced, was added to the range which included unique orange
stripes on white base paint. It was only available on the Z28 and SS models. A total of 30th
Anniversary models were made in The remaining 2 were prototypes. For the model year, the
Camaro received a facelift and now had a new front clip. This replaced the quartet of square
inset headlights. Replacing the LT1 engine was the all-new 5. Minor changes were made to the
suspension and the brakes were increased in size. Total production for was 48, units in total.
The model year saw only a few minor changes made to the Camaro. These included the
introduction of new colors such as "Hugger Orange". The fuel tanks were now made of plastic
with a The valve covers on the LS1 powered models were switched to a center-bolt style, and
traction control now became available on the V6 models. A new "oil change" light was added to
the instrument cluster as General Motors introduced their early oil-life monitoring systems.
Coolant temperature gauges were replaced with a dummy gauge. A Torsen differential was
added for the Z28 and SS models. Changes for were also largely cosmetic in nature. Monterey
Maroon Metallic was added as an optional color, similar to the previously available Medium
Patriot Red. The SS, however, was not available in this color. The black exterior color was now
renamed Ebony. Previously, all V8 powered models had side mirrors painted in this color. A
new four-spoke steering wheel, as found in other GM models of the time, was introduced to
replace the two-spoke steering wheel dating back to the models. New spoke inch wheels
became available, but the older 5-spoke wheels were still optional. The base models came with
16 inch steel wheels with hubcaps. The 3. This was partially due to production ending earlier
than usual to begin work on the 35th Anniversary models commemorating 35 years of the
Camaro. This change also resulted in a revised camshaft profile and removal of the EGR
system. Chevrolet also introduced a new slave cylinder for the clutch assembly that was
superior to the design of previous years, as well as an LS6 clutch in manual models. SLP
Engineering reintroduced the RS model this year, which included rally stripes and stock cold air
intake system along with the Z28 take-off exhaust from their SS conversions. The final
fourth-generation Camaro was built on 27 August after which the Boisbriand plant, located in
the province of Quebec just outside of Montreal then closed down. It emulated the s and s
Penske-Sunoco stock TransAm race team vehicles. The 35th Anniversary trim package was also
available for the SS. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the
fourth-generation of the Chevrolet Camaro. For general Camaro information, see Chevrolet
Camaro. This article includes a list of general references , but it remains largely unverified
because it lacks sufficient corresponding inline citations. Please help to improve this article by
introducing more precise citations. January Learn how and when to remove this template
message. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
Motor vehicle. John Cafaro , [4] Charles Jordan [5]. Pony car Muscle car. This section does not
cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. July
Learn how and when to remove this template message. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Krause Publications. Hearst Magazines. December The Auto Editors of Consumer Guide.
Oklahoma City Journal Record. Associated Press. Popular Hot Rodding. Publicly, GM blamed
slow sales, a deteriorated sports coupe market, and plant overcapacity. For the 4th generation
camaro's got the all new small blocks LT1 and LS1 small blocks. MBI Publishing. Young, p.
Retrieved 17 March Chevrolet Camaro. First-generation Second-generation Third-generation
Fourth-generation Fifth-generation Sixth-generation. Website Category Commons. Hidden

categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Articles with short description Articles with long
short description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles lacking in-text citations
from January All articles lacking in-text citations Articles needing additional references from
July All articles needing additional references Wikipedia articles needing clarification from July
Commons category link is on Wikidata Articles with Curlie links. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chevrolet General Motors. November
â€”August 27, [1] [2] [3]. Front-engine, rear-wheel drive. Chevrolet Camaro third generation.
Chevrolet Camaro fifth generation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet Camaro
â€” Monte Carlo. Sports car. Sold as a Police Pursuit Vehicle. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. I can tomorrow. Please let Dan know that I am sorry
for not showing up on Monday. All was good. I found a vehicle locally so my search is over.
Best regards, Chris. Very easy to work with, the whole process went smooth and relatively fast.
They even delivered my vehicle to my home same day, would definitely recommend. They would
not give me the advertised price on cargurus. I have the email response that says that. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Private Seller: Merlin. CarGurus
Pay. With such low miles it was like it was a brand new car. Previous owner maintained very
well. A that had been driven less than miles average per year. The Camaro SS drives great but is
claustrophobic. The LS is strong and the LT2 six cyl. The LT 2 and the ss are both very cheaply
designed and appointed , thank God they made great strides forward on the and up. Other than
the cheapo interior the car is fine. To bad they are stopping production in Probably to be repla
Read more. This car is a great value in terms of value per dollar. I will admit there is one or two
feature I would have like to had, but they were not deal breakers. Enthusiastically happy LT1
owner. Why Use CarGurus? Chevrolet Camaro in Chicago IL 1 listing. Muscle cars never died;
they just evolved. Today, these symbols of Americana are more sophisticated and more
technologically advanced than their forebears. The Chevrolet Camaro, for example, can do a lot
more than just rip down the drag strip. It also offers excellent handling, the latest infotainment
features, and plenty of speed no matter which engine you choose. A mighty 6. As for features,
the Camaro now comes with wireless capability for Apple CarPlay and Android Auto, which
means you can integrate your phone to the touchscreen without having to plug it in with a USB
cable. As before, poor visibility and a lack of storage space limit the Camaro's usability. But
when it comes to the driving experience, the Camaro is tops in its class. Finally, the mighty ZL1
offers a supercharged V8 and track pedigree. Most come as either a coupe or convertible.
Highlight features include: 1LS This entry trim is coupe-only. It starts you off with:. Many of the
features found on the higher trims can be added to the lower trims through option packages.
Notably, you can also add the 1LE Track Performance package to most Camaros to upgrade the
brakes, V6 powertrain cooling, suspension and tires, and aerodynamics. Be the first to write a
review. NOTE: This video is about the Chevrolet Camaro, but since the Chevrolet Camaro is part
of the same generation, our earlier analysis still applies. Edmunds' Elana Scherr lists the best
muscle cars of , including American muscle cars and other, more unusual choices. She also
explains what makes a classic muscle car and gives her Top 10 picks for the best modern
muscle cars on sale. Don't worry. You are not going to get any exercise posts from me. But that
doesn't mean I'm not interested in building muscle. I just prefer burnouts to pull-ups. Then
there's going to be giant burnout. This is going to be great. This is my top 10 list of modern
muscle cars. If we're doing this, we need rules, right? Horsepower divided by torque with
cylinders-- how many, eight? American, four doors, two doors? Could be all-wheel drive. How
long a burnout versus how fast? This is hard. In the old days, a muscle car was an American car
company's most powerful engine in its sportiest mid-sized car. Following those rules now
would mean that this entire list would be nothing but Camaro, Challenger, and Mustang in
various trim levels from base V8 to top of the line-- all great cars, but kind of a boring video. So I
opened up the definition to all makes and models. These are my only criteria. Number one, it's
available now or it was within the last couple of years. Number two, it's one of the most
powerful cars made by the company, and driving it will make you laugh. I expect this list is
going to make you very angry. Heck, it made me angry, and I wrote it. Let's get to it. Are you

mad yet? OK, well, half of you get to commenting about how it's totally unacceptable for Tesla
to be on a muscle car list, and the other half of you get to commenting about how it's totally
unacceptable for it not to be number one on the muscle car list. Let me just tell you why I picked
it and put it where it is-- so freaking fast. Sure, no V8 engine, no engine at all, but the Tesla's
performance is out of this world. And it has a lot of kind of trick options for showing off, which
is very muscle car era. That's half, half of what it took a classic muscle car. Modern times,
modern muscle. So why isn't the Tesla higher on the list? Well, first of all, price. And I don't
think a muscle car has to be cheap necessarily, but it should be cheaper than that. Mostly,
though, it's about sound. Sound is a really important part of the muscle car experience, and the
Tesla just doesn't do it for me. Yes, yes, I did. But blame Mark Takahashi. Then Mark came in,
and he was like, no, M8 because it's a two door. It's more muscly. And you know, I just didn't
have the energy to fight with him. I think he could take me, really. Think he could kick my ass.
Point is, BMW makes some monster muscle. And the all-wheel drive M8 has a rear wheel drive
mode so you can kick out the back end and do those very important burnouts. Why is the GT-R
on this list? Well, it is brutally, stupidly fast. It has a 0 to 60 time that competes with the Tesla,
and it can do it all day long. Plus, it's kind of unexpected in Nissan's lineup. It's funny to look
back at the early days of Pontiac and Chrysler and realize how stodgy those brands were, and
then bam, GTO. The GT-R is kind of Nissan's version of that. Why is it back at number eight?
And it's a V6. Yes, it's a nearly horsepower V6, but still it is missing some cylinders. Got to be a
V8, new rule that I just made up right now. Yep, it's a tie. It's a tie of two cars that at first glance
shouldn't even be on this list, but hear me out. It's a tie because both the Mercedes and the Audi
are nearly horsepower. The AMG is a little bit over, and the S8's a little bit under. Both are
surprisingly fast, faster than anything that big has a right to be. Why are big luxury cars on my
muscle car list? Again, if we go back to the muscle car era, the big engines came out of big
cars. And the Chrysler and huge cube Cadillacs were surprisingly powerful. Also, a lot of the
popular cars like, say, Plymouth Roadrunner were available in wagon form like the Mercedes is.
So you could get a big engine in an unexpected body, and that makes it a sleeper, which
everyone knows is the coolest relative of the muscle car. This is an '81 Trans Am, so it made
about horsepower. It's not really impressive compared to the classic muscle cars. Made about
But in '81, there wasn't much that was making more. So I'm going to say '81 Turbo Trans Am,
still a muscle car-- just little muscle. Number six, the Jeep Grand Cherokee Trackhawk. So yeah,
it is an SUV, but I mean, with all that horsepower and kind of a low stance, it's not really an
off-roader. So if it isn't a muscle car, what is it? I'm making a new rule. Anything with a Hellcat
engine is a muscle car. But nothing with four doors can be in the top three. Is that OK? Is that
OK with you? Going to be all right? He says it's OK. Number five is the Lexus RC F. It's the least
horsepower on this list, with a 5 liter making horses. What a world we live in when nearly
horsepower isn't bragworthy. The Lexus is on our list because it looks so muscly, with a long
hood, and a short deck, and rear wheel drive, two doors. Plus, if you pay more, you can get a
wing. And nothing is more muscly than a wing. Just ask anyone with a Plymouth Superbird.
Dang those pesky rear doors. The Charger has the distinction of being the only car on our list to
have been an actual muscle car by the strictest standards. Dodge introduced the Charger in and
redesigned it in to the more famous Coke bottle design. In my opinion, that second-generation
Charger is one of the prettiest American cars ever made. And it's also a very famous design. It's
also in a TV show. What was it called? Um-- Dukes of Hazzard? I don't know. I never heard of it.
Today's Charger has too many doors to crack the top three-- see the rule that I made during
number six-- but it's one of the best all-around cars on our list, impressive even in trim and
downright remarkable as a Hellcat. I wish I could declare a three-way tie for the top three
because each one is good in a different muscular way. At number three is the Chevy Camaro,
obviously ZL1 because it's top dog with horsepower. But a Camaro SS still lifts plenty of weight.
The reason the Camaro isn't higher on the list is because the back seat is small, and visibility is
bad. And those are sports car attributes. A proper muscle car shouldn't feel cramped. Number
two is the Dodge Challenger Hellcat Redeye. With two doors and a couple of variants of the
incredible Hellcat engine, what else could it be but the Dodge Challenger? I mean, Redeye gets
the pick because horses. But the horse regular Hellcat is no slouch, nor for that matter is the ,
the horses. The Challenger is the closest to a traditional muscle car on our list despite being
based on a pony car design. It's roomy, comfortable, and happiest in a straight line rather than a
corkscrew. That said, all the cars on this list are astonishing performers on a road course, as
well as a drag strip. There's just no room for one-trick ponies anymore. For maximum muscle,
we're going to go with the GT with its horsepower and second quarter mile times. But like the
others in the top three, the base GT is good too, everything a muscle car needs-- horsepower,
style, legacy, the ability to make you look powerful even if you've never seen the inside of a
gym. That's why it's our number one. If you want more details on exactly why the top three

ended up in the order that they did, watch our previous muscle car comparison from back in the
days when we were all allowed to hang out together and go to race tracks. Oh my god, that was
hard. I hate top 10 lists. I'm going to go online and start arguing with myself. You should too.
Tell me what you'd put on your top 10 list. Chevrolet gets the slight performance edge here, but
the Mustang is a more usable and comfortable everyday car. It has a better-looking interior and
more storage space. Picking between these two cars is tough. The Challenger is the most
traditional muscle car of the three American icons. It's big, brash and heavy. You can famously
pack more than horsepower under the hood, but the Challenger suffers when the road gets
twisty. Still, its massive trunk and back seat and available Widebody treatment give it
undeniable appeal. It's not the prototypical muscle car, but the GR Supra packs up to
horsepower model into a lightweight coupe body. Acceleration is impressive, and it's naturally
athletic around turns. Storage space and ride quality aren't great. But the GR Supra is a
welcome entrant in the sports car world. Available styles include 1LT 2dr Coupe 2. Consumer
ratings and reviews are also available for the Chevrolet Camaro and all its trim types. Edmunds
consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what
other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns
including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are
available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers
like the Camaro. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Chevrolet Camaro and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Camaro featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Chevrolet Camaro. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Chevrolet Chevrolet Camaro. Photos Select year - New New. Select a type ZL1 Coupe Convertible. Other years. Pros Impressively sharp and nimble
handling around turns Potent acceleration from V6 and V8 engines Relatively smooth ride,
especially with the adaptive suspension Solid value thanks to a long list of standard equipment
Cons Difficult to see out of Tiny back seat is essentially useless Limited trunk space with small
opening Some controls are awkward to use What's new Minor revisions to standard feature
availability Wireless integration for Apple CarPlay and Android Auto now available Part of the
sixth Camaro generation introduced for Regardless of engine, the Camaro is the best-driving
muscle car of its segment, edging out more expensive sports cars when it comes to
behind-the-wheel thrills. Poor outward visibility and a tiny trunk limit its practicality as a daily
driver. If you can live with these downsides, you'll be rewarded every time you drive it. If not, the
Mustang and the Challenger deliver similar thrills with fewer flaws. This Camaro is a strong
performer that blends speed with precision and enjoyment in a way that previous Camaros
never did. The V8 is stout and our choice if you want the full muscle-car experience, but even
the V6 and four-cylinder are punchy. Most models will out-drag an equivalent Mustang by a
slight margin, and the brakes are up to the task of getting it stopped in a hurry. Handling feels
more precise with the smaller and lighter engines, but the V8 with its stickier tires exhibits

higher limits. The manual transmissions have great positive gates, and rev matching ensures
downshifts that are as good as a pro racer's. The base suspension delivers a supple ride. The
optional Magnetic Ride Control suspension V8 only is more capable over a variety of surfaces.
The ride quality is very good considering the Camaro's mission. All engines are quiet cruisers,
but only the V8 sounds good when driven hard. The well-shaped front seatbacks offer good
lateral support without being confining, but the bottom cushion can feel tight to some. We also
like the effectively padded door and center armrests. Unsurprisingly, the back seat is cramped
even for short drives. The climate control center vents are oddly placed in front of the shift lever
where they excel at freezing or heating your hand while cruising. Visibility remains a big
concern, and it makes the Camaro harder to operate and park in tight places than it should be.
Surprisingly, the view forward and the view to the sides are even bigger problems. It's very hard
to place the Camaro on tight roads watch that rock wall! Shorter passengers can't see over the
dashboard. Interior controls are arranged in an unusual way that comes with a surmountable
learning curve. The forward half of the interior feels large provided you don't opt for the
sunroof. In back, people of average height won't find much space, especially if the driver is tall.
In true performance coupe fashion, this back seat is for kids only. The Camaro is a little
hit-or-miss in this category. There's a respectable level of tech features, and we like the
infotainment system's quick reactions and modern aesthetic, but the screen is oddly angled on
the dash. The base touchscreen is also on the small side, which is one reason to upgrade to the
larger one that comes with optional navigation. You must upgrade to higher trims for rear
parking sensors, blind-spot monitoring and a rear cross-traffic alert system â€” things it sorely
needs due to its terrible rear visibility. If you ever wondered why tourists who rent Camaro
convertibles put their suitcases in the back seat, this is why. Interior storage is minimal. The
door pockets and under-armrest bin are tiny. At least the cupholders are of a fair size and
mostly out of the way during shifting. And although the back seat may be useless for adults, it
does allow for extra interior storage. These figures are similar to those for other muscle cars.
The strong performance value really trumps all else here. The Camaro is the best driver's car of
its type. There are some hard plastics that seem out of place in an otherwise pleasant interior.
That said, the construction and assembly are strong with no creaks or squeaks. Features for the
dollar are comparable too, be they the track packages or exterior styling upgrades, but
performance is squarely in the Camaro's favor. The Camaro delivers a surprisingly cohesive
and involving driving experience that competes at a class above. The V8's sound is compelling
and the tremendous thrust addictive. Handling with the V6 and four-cylinder models is honest
and lithe, but the sound from either engine is hard to like. Exuberantly styled, this low-slung
coupe grabs attention, which may or may not be to your liking. The Camaro is at its best with a
V8 under the hood. From there, consider the 1SS trim level. While the LT1 is the cheapest way
to get the V8, you miss out on a few desirable features such as the bigger infotainment display,
Brembo brakes and extra powertrain cooling capacity that only come on the SS trims. Highlight
features include:. It starts you off with: Turbocharged 2. Read more. Find savings on the
Camaro for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Camaro lease offers. Sponsored cars
related to the Camaro. Trending topics in reviews. Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High
Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Forward Collision Alert Signals
to the driver that the vehicle's cameras, radar, or both detect an approaching vehicle that may
result in a collision. Rear Cross-Traffic Alert Provides alerts when the vehicle is in reverse and
the system detects approaching traffic from either side that may be out of the driver's view. Side
Impact Test Good. Chevrolet Camaro vs. Ford Mustang Chevrolet gets the slight performance
edge here, but the Mustang is a more usable and comfortable everyday car. People who viewed
this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 1 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the Camaro
both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Chevrolet Camaro fuel
economy, so it's important to know that the Camaro gets an EPA-estimated 16 mpg to 22 mpg,
depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about
carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Camaro has 9. And then there's safety and
reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Chevrolet Camaro is reliable, read Edmunds'
authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with
the Camaro. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Camaro's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to
consider if you're wondering whether the Chevrolet Camaro is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the Camaro and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Camaro is a good car
for you. Other versions include: 1LT 2dr Coupe 2. If you're interested in the Chevrolet Camaro,
the next question is, which Camaro model is right for you? Camaro variants include 1LT 2dr
Coupe 2. What do people think of the Chevrolet Camaro? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds

experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Chevrolet Camaro and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Chevrolet
Camaro? Which Chevrolet Camaros are available in my area? Can't find a new Chevrolet
Camaros you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I
lease or buy a Chevrolet Camaro? Check out Chevrolet lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our
verdict. How does the Camaro drive? How comfortable is the Camaro? How economical is the
Camaro? Is the Camaro a good value? After a relatively high sales year in , Chevrolet decided to
try its luck at slightly updating the exterior of the car while keeping prices nearly constant from
the previous year. Gone were the inset square headlights that had their stylistic origins from the
beginning of the second-generation Camaros back in , and they were replaced by flush mounted
lights. Though total production did fall, there were still 77, Camaros produced during the model
year. The other big news was that new powerful engine under the hood. It was a 5. The new
engine shaved nearly pounds of weight off the previous V8, which also was a 5. The base motor
was the same that was used in the previous year, and was a 3. A handling package could be
added to the V6 models to give them a better driving feel without having to pay the extra for a
Z28 or SS. Though the RS package was discontinued, the sports appearance package available
for the Z28 was essentially the same thing. This year, all Z28 coupes had black roofs, while base
models had body-colored roofs. Since the interior had been updated for the year models, the
look stayed the same for Other changes this year included standard second-generation airbags.
More than doubling the production numbers of the second best-selling Camaro, 54, base model
Camaros were produced. Available in both coupe and convertible models, there were 20, Z28s
produced in Rounding out the bottom of the Camaro production was the SS model, with 3, units
made. The performance and appearance package was available for the Z28, and included a hood
with a functional air scoop and a modified induction system that increased horsepower to The
SS came standard with a inch wheels and a distinctive spoiler that was new for the model year.
Camaro originally was introduced in to compete with the Mustang , and more than 30 years
later, the two cars were still going head-to-head. In fact, other than Camaros GM cousin Firebird
, the two cars were the only pony cars still on the road. New sporty imports, however, were
continuing to take up more market share every year. While Camaro sales had been comparable
to Mustang sales the previous year, was a much-improved year for Mustang as Camaro sales
declined. Almost , more Mustangs were made in than Camaros. By , that gap would be even
bigger. In , Camaro only had four more year models left before it would be discontinued for the
first time since its introduction. Sales would decline after and then hold relatively steady around
the 40, to 45, mark for most of the rest of its career, barring an even more dismal year in The 98
Camaro got a few changes from First was the new front end, second and most important is the
motor. But the engine was getting dated. Ironically the car weighed more then the I was curious
why and the only answers I have gotten is that the front end is heavier and the brakes where a
little larger. Still its odd. Now performance. Well the LS had big shoes to fill, and it filled them.
The LSs specs made it really a inch engine, but it was and is cleaner. Meaning that GM could
make it more wild and still pass emissions. The set of the engine made high power numbers.
But this means the LS can make more power, and the other engines do more with the power
they make. So its an oppion what motor is the best, but the LS has more advantages. GM claims
that for 98 it makes hp. I have driven a few of these and I think its one of the most underrated
power claims gm has ever posted. On another topic the trans is another option to consider. A
Camaro guy whos into 4th gen will usually tell you if you want an auto trans you want a camaro,
but if you want a manual the is what you want. The styling is cool. I perfer the rocket style, but
this is a good looking car. The ride is the same as the 97, but the engine seems a bit more silent.
I really only hear the exhaust note. Point being, this car is more advanced then the previous
model. But its still oppion which you like more. But really any 4th gen Camaro is a good car.
Any V8 Camaro, always a good choice. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Muscle Car Specifications Performance Model. Overall rating. The
30year old iron block is out and the LS mo The 98 Camaro got a few changes from You may also
like. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 4. Browse Category.
Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. Under Original miles!!!!. Well tak Sold NEW
to a local customer her Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. The car is in good condition, Power top,
power windows, power door locks. Additional pictures are posted on I Muscle's direct website.
If you are shopping 4th G Engine upgrades. Texas speed and performance cam. Hooker
performance e The Ca Low miles with only 28, miles. Garage kept. Excellent condition.
Odometer is miles below market average! Red RWD This Camaro is ready to be Did you miss
your opportunity at one of the best modern classic Camaros ever? Here's your second ch
Carolina Muscle Cars is proud to present one of the most ultimate Camaros ever! We have the

Ch Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Camaro 2SS Berger Edition is
oneof 25 vehicles produced for the model year and powered by ahorsepower supercharged 6.
The exterior is finished in Synergy Green Metallic with black-painted racing stripes over a black
leather interior. The equipment includes a stainless cat-back exhaust system, a performance
suspension, custom 20" wheels, and a Hurst shifter. The car was originally sold in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and resided primarily in the same area since new. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
honda gx160 qx2
ford truck 2002
copo camaro youtube
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

